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Abstract- This paper introduces a smooth control algo- 
rithm for controlling fully actuated distributed manipulation 
systems that operate by frictional contact. The control 
law scales linearly with the number of actuators and is 
simple to implement. Moreover, we prove that control law 
has desirable rohwtness properties in the presence of the 
nonsmwth mechanics inherent in distributed manipulation 
systems that rely upon frictional contact. This algorithm has 
been implemented on an experimental distributed manip- 
ulation test-bed, whose structure is briefly reviewed. The 
experimental results confirm the validity and performance 
of the algorithm. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A distributed manipulation system typically consists of 

a large number of similar or identical actuators arranged in 
a planar array, combined with a control strategy to create 
net movement of an object or objects placed on the may. 
Many distributed manipulation systems are designed to 
allow precise positioning of planar objects from arbitrary 
initial configurations. With this capability, a distributed 
manipulator is a ”smm conveyor” that can be used for 
separating parts and precisely positioning them for the 
purpose of assembly operations. Distributed manipulation 
systems offer potential for micro-assembly using MEMS 
technology [20]. Distributed manipulator actuation meth- 
ods ranges from air jets and wheels on the macroscale, 
to microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and flexible 
cilia at the microscale. 

These machines are typically relatively easy to build, 
hut the systematic control of such devices can he quite 
difficult, leading to a recent increase in the study of 
distributed manipulation control systems [2, 8, 9, IO, 
13, 19, 201. Distributed manipulation systems are in a 
sense massively over-actuated. They can potentially have 
thousands of inputs (though only a subset of the actuators 
typically influence the moving object at any given instant), 
while the output consists of the states of the manipulated 
object. For good general references on distributed manip- 
ulation, see [4, 6, 111. 

This paper addresses the issue of control system design 
for a class of planar distributed manipulation systems 
whose physical operation involves rolling and sliding con- 
tacts between the moving object and the actuator surfaces. 
As reviewed in Section 11, the governing equations of such 
systems are generally non-smooth 1141. In general, one 
needs to use discontinuous control laws to stabilize such 
systems. In prior work [16, 17, 151, we introduced non- 
smooth control laws for stabilizing this class of distributed 
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manipulation systems. In this paper we show that while 
the governing equations can often he nonsmooth, in the 
special case of full actuation (whose definition is given 
shortly) there exists a smooth solution to the control design 
problem. Moreover, we prove that this solution is robust 
and stable in the presence of the non-smooth govem- 
ing mechanics. We have implemented this algorithm on 
an experimental system that is described more fully in 
Section 1V (and shown schematically’in Figure 1. The 
excellent performance of the experimental implementation 
confirms our theoretical predictions. 

rc . Cells 

Motor ContmllerBoards 
Fig. I 

A DISTRIBUTED MANIPULATION EXPERIMENT 

This paper has the following structure. Section I1 re- 
views relevant background on distributed manipulation 
mechanics and control. Section I11 considers the case of 
“full actuation”. when all the actuators can he steered and 
driven. It gives an extremely simple, scale-able algorithm 
that is provably globally exponentially stabilizing, thus 
showing that it is highly desirable to have a fully actuated 
distributed manipulator. 

Section IV summarizes experimental results obtained 
when this algorithm is implemented on the prototype 
system that is summarized in Section sec-our-experiment. 
A companion paper [IS] describes this prototype test-bed 
in more detail, and summarizes experiments that validate 
our previously proposed non-smooth algorithms (15, 171 
for the non-fully-actuated case. 

11. BACKGROUND 

The commonly used programmable force field (PFF)  
approach [3, 71 for distributed manipulator control is 
based on a continuous “force f ie ld  abstraction which 
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Fig. 2 
PROGRAMMABLE FORCE RELD 

assumes that at each point on the manipulation surface 
one can specify the manipulation force at that point (see 
Figure II for an example of a continuous sink and an 
elliptical object). The dynamics of the moving object 
are obtained by integrating the continuous force field to 
get a total force on the part. To use the controls on 
an actual array, where the manipulation forces will be 
generated at discrete points, one must adapt the continuous 
approximation to the geomehy of a given discrete array. 
For a good reference, see [ 5 ] .  

A. Nonsmooth modeling 
When only a small number of actuators are in contact 

with the object being manipulated (i.e., the continuous 
actuation approximation is poor) or the coefficient of 
friction p is very high, the continuous approximation has 
been shown experimentally not to work as well (see Luntz 
et al. [12]). In these cases, the continuous approximation 
does not adequately incorporate the physics of the actual 
array and the objec thay  interface. 

These experimental ohservations previously led us to 
investigate the nonsmooth properties that arise due to 
frictional sticWslip phenomena at the interface between 
the actuation surfaces and the manipulated object [16]. 
We showed that under very simple and general assump- 
tions on the friction model, the PF’F approach leads to 
unstable systems when implemented on actual distributed 
manipulation arrays that have frictional contacts. In Ref. 
[15, 171 we presented local and global nonsmooth control 
algorithms that fix this instability problem. These controls 
are particularly relevant to the case where the distributed 
manipulation system is not fully actuated. In the case of 
Figure 1, this situation corresponds to not allowing the 
actuating wheels to he steered. The implementation of 
the result presented here is very simple by comparison, 
and moreover leads to very easy implementation, but is 
only appropriate to fully actuated systems (i.e, when the 
actuating wheels in the example of Fig. 1 are steerable). 

We now give an overview of the modeling methodology 
we use. These results are needed as part of the proof of 
robustness and stability in Section 111. The rationale behind 
this modeling technique is discussed in [14, 161. Let q 
denote the configuration of the distributed manipulator 
system. The configuration q includes the object’s position 

and orientation, as well as the variables that describe 
the state of each actuator. The relative motion of each 
contact between the part and an actuator m a y  element 
can be modeled in the form w(q)@.  If w(q)q = 0, the 
contact is not slipping (i.e., that contact is a nonholonomic 
constraint), while if w(q)rj # 0, then w(q)q describes 
the slipping velocity. In general, the moving part will 
be in contact with the actuator array at many points. 
From kinematic considerations, one or more of the contact 
points must he in a slipping state, thereby dissipating 
energy. The power dissipationfunction measures the part’s 
total energy dissipation due to contact slippage. 

Definition 11.1. The Dissipation or Friction Functional 
for an n-contact state is defined to be 

where pi and N, are the Coulomb friction coefficient and 
normal force at the i th contact, which are assumed known. 

Since there will generally not exist a motion where all of 
the contacts can be simultaneously slipless (although our 
current interest will he those cases when such a condition 
exists), we are lead to the following concept for finding 
the governing equations. 

Power Dissipation Principle: With p small, a part’s 
motion at any given instant is the one that minimizes 
IT). 

The power dissipation method assumes that the part’s 
motion at each instant is the one that instantaneously 
minimizes power dissipation due to contact slippage. This 
method is adapted from the work of [I] on wheeled 
vehicles. In [14], we showed that the power dissipation 
approach generically leads to multiple model systems 
defined next. 

Definition 11.2. A control system C is said to be a 
multiple model drifiless affine system (MMDA) if it can 
he expressed in the form 

4 = f I ( P ) W  + fZ(dU2 + ’.’ + fm(s )um (11.2) 
where for any q and t, ft E {sa, la; E I”}, with I i  an index 
set, gai analytic in ( q , t )  for all ai, and the controls ui E 
R piecewise constant and bounded for all i .  Moreover, 
letting ai denote the “switching signals” associated with 
fi (which will he referred to as “MMDA maps”), 

: 

a ; :  Q x R  - W 
( 9 , t )  - ai 

then the ci are measurable in (q, t ) .  

An MMDA system is a driftless affine nonlinear control 
system where each control vector fields may “switch back 
and forth between different elements of a finite set. The 
a, which regulate this switching may not be known, so 
we have no guarantees about the nature of the switching 
except that it is, by assumption, measurable. In the case of 
distributed manipulation, this switching corresponds to the 
switching among different contact states (i.e., different sets 
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of slipping contacts) due to variations in contact geometty 
and surface friction properties. Practically, the switching 
in contact states can not be predicted in advance, and it 
is very difficult to measure in practice. 

In the case of an 71 actuator array, we will have 2n 
potential constraints d ( q ) .  The minimum of IT) is pre- 
cisely the choice of q that annihilates the three constraints 
with the most dissipation. These, of course, will change 
over time because pz and N, depend implicitly on the 
configuration, q E Q. For our purposes, all we need to 

know is that an n actuator system will have possible 

models. Note also that each of these models depends 
smoothly on the inputs uk. This will be important in 
Theorem 111.1 when we prove that the proposed control 
design is robust with respect to switching between models 
due to actuator uncertainties. 

111. MAIN RESULT 

This section describes in detail how a globally stabiliz- 
ing smooth controller can be constructed. This approach 
requires that the distributed manipulator be fully actuated 
- i.e., at each actuator location the actuator can be oriented 
in any direction, and produce a velocity in that direction 
of arbitrary magnitude. The former is the important part 
while the latter can be made more realistic by using 
saturation functions. 

Fig. 3 
RIGID BODY VELOCITIES 

Consider Figure 3, which depicts an abstraction of a 
9 cell experimental system (Section IV). Let W denote 
a fixed reference frame, let B denote a frame rigidly 
attached to the moving object, and let A,, denote an 
“actuator frame” fixed at the point of contact between the 
actuator located at (xi, yj)  and the object. This last frame 
has a fixed orientation with respect to W. Let the rigid 
body transformation from W to B be denoted by g w B  

and the rigid body transformation form the W to Aij be 
denoted by ywa,, . Recall that the g a b  are defined by 

where R(0) E SO(2) describes the relative orientation of 
frame b with respect to frame a, and x o b  and 31.b are the 
translations going from frame a to frame b. The relative 

actuator AZj on the body is: 
Velocity v b , d y  = ( i b o d y , y b o d y , 8 b o d y )  Of a point above 

Ad,,,%, 4 
where in SE(2)  the Adjoint operator Ad, is defined by 

We adopt the following control Lyapuuov approach to 
the control design. Suppose we are given a Lyapunov 
function on SE(2) ,  denoted by V ( . ) ,  and define target 
dynamics of the form: 

q =  a w  
a 4  

This system is trivially exponentially stable. The velocity 
q is mapped to the actuators in order to obtain a feedback 
law. 

We continue with a particular choice of Lyapunov 
function: V ( x , y , O )  = klx’ + kzy2 + k302 for k, > 0. 
The Adjoint operator mapping velocities from W to the 
Atj when the actuator frames are oriented parallel to the 
world frame is: 

where I d  is the identity. Transformin the velocity into the 
acNator frame yields AdgwAij . (-$). Substituting in 

for 9, the actuator velocities should be 

1 k 3 Y i ( 8 - 0 d ) - k l ( s - x d )  [ -k32i(o - ?Lj kZ(Y Y d )  

where xd, ydr Od are the desired values and x, y, 0 are the 
state feedback values. To transform this into wheel ve- 
locities and wheel orientations for the particular example 
found here, calculate the magnitude and direction of the 
(x, y )  velocity. This gives for each actuator: 

and 

- ( - h z i ( o  - o d )  kZ(y Y d ) ) ’  
‘1 - +(k3Yi(0 O d )  kl(z - z d ) ) ’  

(EI.2) 
where O i j  is the orientation of the ( i , j )  actuator and 
vij is the wheel velocity of that actuator. So, given all 
the actuator locations, one computes Equations (III.I) and 
(111.2) for each actuator, and the feedback law is complete. 

Now we consider the robustness of this feedback law 
with respect to the multiple model system that arises if 
the actuators are not all perfectly aligned. In particular, if 
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we consider the controls obtained above to be the desired 
controls U; and what we actually obtain are uk,  then 
we get slightly different dynamics. This brings us to the 
following theorem. 

Theorem 111.1. There exists 6 > 0 suck tkar if fur 
t > T we have Iu'(t) - u;(t)l < 6 V k for  sume T ,  
rken the soluriuns tu the MMDA system predicted by the 
PDM are exponentially srable using the controls fmm 
Equarions (111. I )  and (111.2). 

Proof: First, we know that for the choice of controls U: 

Therefore, in a sufficiently small neighborhood of q E 
T,Q (denoted by B(q,e) c Tu&) wd have 

av , 
aq " = -q. < 0 V qe E qq,&), 

(This is a simple consequence of the continuity of the 
expression V along a continuous path between q and any 
other element of T,Q.) 

Now, a sufficient condition for stability of a multiple 
model system is that all of the individual models not 
only be individually stable, but additionally all satisfy 
the same Lyapunov function (see [171). We will use 
this fact here, and show that for sufficiently small 6 all 
the multiple models will be in B ( ~ , E ) ,  thereby ensuring 
overall stability of the nonsmooth system, 

For a given set of inputs U' we know that we have 
a corresponding set of kinematic constraints wi(q), and 
that the PDM implies that a subset of these satisfying 
w.(q)4 = 0 will define the actual kinematics. In the case of 
U' = U,$, we get precisely the desired dynamics. Because 
these kinematic constraints wi(q)  depend continuously on 
the inputs, for any choice of E' limiting how much we will 
allow the wi (q )  to vary (and hence how much q can vary), 
we can always choose a 6 such that Iu'(t) - u:(t)l < 
6 accordingly. Therefore, we can always choose 6 small 
enough such that 4 E B(& E ) .  This completes the proof. 
w 

This theorem implies that even if the actuators S t a n  
out in a kinematically incompatible state, as long as they 
converge to within some 6 of the desired actuator state, 
the system will keep its stability properties. We should 
also note that this can easily be extended to exponential 
stability in a similar fashion. 

Experimental results in Section IV illustrate that this 
method works extremely well. However, in the case where 
one does not have full actuation, one must ask if this 
control law has any analogs. In general the answer is no, 
see [17] for details. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
An experimental apparatus has been developed for 

testing the results in this paper and in previous work by 
the authors. A photograph can he seen in Figure 4. The 
design is a modular one based on a basic cell design. Each 

Fig. 4 
FRONT OF THE FADM SYSTEM 

cell contains two actuators. One actuator orients the wheel 
axis, while the other actuator drives the wheel rotation. 
These cells can be repositioned easily into different con- 
figurations. The Fully Actuated Distributed Manipulation 
(FADM) system shown in Figure 4 is configured with a 
total of nine cells-though more can be easily added. For 
more details on the experimental setup, please refer to the 
companion paper [18]. 

We include an illustrative experimental' result (found 
in Figure 5 ) .  The goal of the experiment was point 
stabilization from a random initial condition to the origin 
(of SE(2)).  We put the controlled object down in a 
random initial configuration (in this case (xo, yo, Bo) = 
(0.4 m, -0.4 m, 2.6 rad)) and initiated the experiment with 
the actuators all in the same initial conditions of B = 0 
(relative to the world coordinate axes). The goal then was 
to stabilize the object to a final position of (x,, yf, 0,) = 
(0 m,O m,O rad). The actually achieved final position 
was (xf,yf,B,) = (0.01 m,0.01 m,0.05 rad). The figure 
panels depict the x, y, and B trajectories as functions of 
time and a plot of the (x, y) trajectory in the plane for a 
rectangular plexiglass object. 

Notice that the translational stability of the origin is 
maintained, while the rotational dynamics are stabilized 
to B = 0 due to the feedback law. The important point to 
notice is the smoothness of the trajectory. This experiment 
indicates that when a distributed array is fully actuated, the 
feedback law in Equation (111.2) works extremely well. 
More importantly it is computationally very simple, and 
the number of computations scales linearly with the num- 
ber of actuators. The feedback law has good disturbance 
rejection properties, as can be seen by the fact that the 
object is stabilized despite the fact that the actuator initial 
conditions are not compatible with the desired motion, 
hence verifying the result in Theorem III.1. 
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Fig. 5 
GRAPHS OF THE 2, y. AND 0 DYNAMICS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL 

RESULTS 

V. SUMMARY 

The very simple algorithm presented in this paper 
provides a different closed-loop approach to the control of 
distributed manipulation systems. Prior work, particularly 
the programmable vector field approach, has assumed that 
all the distributed system's actuators move sufficiently fast 
that they slip all of the time. This causes significant stress 
on both the object being manipulated and the actuators 
themselves. In the case of fully actuated systems, it is 
possible to ensure that all of the relevant actuators contact 
the moving body without slip. This requires less energy 
for a given motion and moreover induces smaller forces on 
the object and actuators. This approach also raises many 
additional questions. For instance, for a given problem 
with nonsmooth mechanics, what is an analytical test to 
guarantee that a smooth solution (like the one presented 
here) exists? Is such a solution unique? Answers to these 
questions are part of ongoing research. 
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